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(Courtesy Lee Walton)

MOMENTARY PERFORMANCES
By CHUCK TERHARK ShareThis

eginning last September,
bizarre messages started
popping up on brick walls all

over town. Cuzzy’s Bar: “Friday,
September 25, 6 pm, person
wearing a white hat stops to eat a
PB and J sandwich.” Red Stag:
“Monday, October 19 at 11:59 pm,
person with backpack relieves an
itch.” Passersby began to notice.
Some showed up at the anointed
time. Like clockwork, an actor
appeared and the wall’s narration
briefly played out. Sometimes the
audience applauded. 

Titled “Momentary
Performances,” this was the work artist Lee Walton, who calls what he does “experientialism.” Fleeting
moments of drama, they were staged yet somehow extemporized, starring one person, a few props, the city
itself and its citizens. 

“Lee’s work offers a unique opportunity to think differently about the artist’s roll in the making process,” says
Michelle Westmark, director of the Olson Gallery at Bethel University, where a show of Walton’s work runs
through Sunday, Dec. 13. “His work expands outside of the gallery and into the community, transforming art
from something that is passively viewed to something that is actively experienced.” 

In the performance pictured here, Westmark plays the women with the Pepsi. “You can actually see the girl on
the bench making the connection between the vinyl and the performance,” she says. Moments later the woman
turned to Westmark and asked, “Are you thinking of an old friend?” She answered, “Yes, yes I am!” 

"Momentary Performances and Things that Last Longer” by Lee Walton
Through Sunday, December 13 

Olson Gallery at Bethel University 
3900 Bethel Dr., Arden Hills
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